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Experience

Editorial Intern
(ission Statement (aga&ine J 2an 0-00 b Wow

b Oriting editorial pieyes and proof reading them. 
bPityhing ideas to the editor axout yurrent issues and topiys. cTnvolving 
fashion, art and yurrent yultureC. 
bSourying images and media for written pieyes. 
bIrganising m) own interviews and photoshoots for artiyles. 
bFandling xudgets for the shoots and getting the most out of them. 
bzontayting thirdbparties suyh as st)lists and makebup artists. 
bzop)writing eqperienye.

Studio Assistant
Park No)al Studios cPhotograph) | MilmC J 2an 0-00 b Wow

b Setting up lighting and rigs for high end ylients and yommeryial shoots 
clikes of Farr) St)les. Wiyk Knight and zhristian BiorC. 
bLiaising with personnel on shoots. 
bKnowledge and eqperienye with eleytriys. 
bIrganising and doing admin in o1ye, yompleting tasks and needs as and 
when the) yome. 
bKnowledge with ANNT and Profoto lighting and e9uipment. 
bNunning for ylients within the studios. 
bEqperienye with Vlm, photograph) and yommeryial ylients within the 
studio environment. 
bIrdering stoyk when needed for the studio. 
bFandling invoiyes and xooking tasks. 
bzommuniyating and Liaising with ylients via phone or email. 
bzompleting a xus) kityhen serviye for the restaurant when eqtra staG 
was needed. 
bDer) good knowledge of industr) grade yleaning and work shop e9uipb
ment. 
bFousehold and zarpenter skills. 
bTnvoiying and sending emails as well as admin tasks.

Store Supervisor
Lush zosmetiys J Apr 0-8  b Wow

b (anaging staG and sales assistanyes and ensuring their safet). �
b(aking sure tasks are met at the end of the da) and yonVdentl) using 
m) time management skills to plan out the da). 
b iving feedxayk and yonstruytive yritiyism to other memxers of staG to 
develop their developmental. 
bDisual meryhandising of the store. 
bzashing handling and younting. 
bBeveloping and using zliyk and zolleyt s)stem for yustomers. Payking 
and sourying the items. 
bzompleting yompleq and weekl) deliveries and dail) re9uests from othb
er xranyhes. 
bBeveloping and doing the soyial media for our store and yreating dail) 
and weekl) posts. zreating fresh ideas to inyrease engagement and 
yustomer involvement. 
bFandling the shops (ail zhimp and oogle emails.

Photography Assistant
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b Setting up set for produyt images clighting, rigs, produytions and yamb
erasC. 
bEditing and sorting Vnal images. �
b(ade ylients feel yomfortaxle so T yould ayhieve the xest images. 
bUnderstanding how to yapture ezommerye photograph).


